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I.

Introduction
Illegal transactions have been knO"tm to account for large

portions. of the foreign trade of many developing countries •.
But only recently has there been an attempt to study smuggling
'using the tools of economic analysis.

The seminal work apply-

ing standard two-good trade-theoretic analysis in formulating
models of smuggling in an open economy is that of
Hansen (1973).

Their primary concern was

Bhag~-1ati

and

the welfare impli-

cations of smuggling under assUmptions of perfect competition
or monopoly on one hand and
smuggling on the other.

constant

or increasing costs in

They tested the widely held view that

in the small country case, smuggling implies an increase in economic welfare since smuggling by definition is the evasion of
taxes on trade' (or quantitative restrictions) which are always
sub-opttmal.

They found this view to be false except under re-

strictive conditions.

Their work has stimulated a number of ex-

tensions which basically rely on the same theoretic structure.
Little effort has so far been made to check whether the
conclusions of the Bhagwati-Hansen models correspond with the

*The many helpful comments and suggestions of William
Thomson are gratefully acknowledgedo
lFor example Bhagwati and Srinivasan (1974), Johnson
(1974), Falvey (1978) and Ray (1978). Sheikh (1974) postulates that the activity of smuggling requires a non-traded
third good. While his welfare results differ from those of
Bhagwati and Hansen, the nature of smuggling costs and the
resulting price equilibrium is essentially the same.

l

-2phenomena actually observed in economies characterized
by ,.ides pread smuggling.

In sec tion II of this paper, .

the nature of smuggling in Indonesia during the 1950's and 1960's
is discussed and found not to conform to the Bhag".ati-Hansen
models.

In section III, an alternative model of smuggling is

proposed which more adequately exp1aihs the phenomena observed.
In section IV, the welfare implications of the smuggling model
are analyzed.

In section V, the results are extended to the

case of quantitative restrictions •. The. question of trade tax
revenue maximization is examined in section VI.

Finally, in

section VII, the importance of. smuggling in altering

d~mestic

relative prices and the pattern of trade and production for
some important Indonesian exports during the 1950's and 1960's
is analyzed with reference to·the proposed theory of smuggling.
II.

Smuggling Phenomena and the Bhagwati-Hansen Models
In terms of the sheer dollar value of smuggling, the

Indonesian experience of the 1950's ~d early 1960's is probably
unmatched.

The smuggling of exports such as rubber, copra and

coffee was most pervasive.

A model of smuggling which is rele-

vant for the Indonesian experience must be able to explain the
coexistence of three phenomena:

smuggling, legal trade and

price disparity in a commodity.

Price disparity is defined as

the positive difference between the domestic market price and
the tax-inclusive world price of an exported commodity.

Price

disparity means that the domestic price of an exportable is
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greater than its return from legtil export, i.e. any legal export
seemingly occurs at a loss.
In the models d,esc.ribe9 by
commodities for'\vhiGh,

leg~l

Bhag~vati

and Hansen; there

,ar~

no

trade .. sml:lggling and price dispal:ity coexist.

II} their a..nalrs-is, ,smuggling is tr:eated ,as tradea-t \vorld' prices (i. e.
trade taxes are avoided) but involving a less 'favorable transformation curve than under free trade (i.e. in the absence of
trade taxes) because smuggling involves a real cost, for example,
additional transport costs.
The basic assumptions used throughout are that primary factors produce two traded goods in a small country, i.e. one for
which the terms of trade are fixed.

The traded goods X and :H,

an exportable and importable respectively, are produced-by pri-

mary factors in perfect

comp~tition.

Figure I illustrates the Bhagwati-Hansen model of perfect
competition in smuggling at constant costs.

The production

possibility curve is given by AA' and the slope PfC
fixed international terms of trade.

f

is the

With a tax on exports

(tariff on imports), the tax-inclusive terms of trade (which
are domestic prices in the absence of smuggling) are represented

,

by the slope of ,the line'tangent to AA' at P t

..

With

~muggling

at

constant costs, the,SIItUggling tr:ansformation curve is.?sC-s • 2 , Since PsCs

.

2 Figure 1 illustrates the special case where welfare is the
same in both the legal trade and smuggling cases. Smuggling
would be welfare increasing if the smuggling transformation curve
were steeper than P C and welfare decreasing if it were less
s s
steep than PC.
s s
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Figure 1
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-5transfo~3tion

is steeper than the legal

curve, price disparity.

exists, but legal trade is always eliminated. 3
Figure 2 illustrates the case of perfect competition in
smuggling at increasing costs in the

Bha~vati-Hansen

sense.

That is, the individual smuggler has a constant marginal rate
of transformation and the decreasing rate of transformation
for smuggling as a lvhole is due only to intra-industrial,
interfirm diseconomies of scale.

In this case the smuggling

transformation curve is PCB while domestic relative prices
5

s

are the slope of the straight line PC.
s s

Here again price

disparity exists but legal trade does not. 4
Figure 3 represents perfect competition in smuggling
-

at increasing costs but with legal trade and smuggling coex-

,.

isting·.

Smuggling takes place. along the transformation curve

P QB until point Q, then legal trade at international prices
s
takes import availability to C.
s

At this point, legal trade

and smuggling coexist and there is no price disparity.5

3tegal trade may exist in the borderline case where the
constant cost of smuggling is such that PsC and pte coincide.
t
s
In this case the division of trade between smuggling and legal
trade is indeterminate arid price disparity does not exist. In
addition, smuggling necessarily reduces welfare vis-a-vis the
nonsmuggling situation.

'~igure 2 again illustrates the special case of identical
welfare in both the smuggling and legal trade cases and the
conditions for a relative increase in welfare stated in footnote 2 apply.
SIn this case, smuggling necessarily reduces welfare vis-

~-vis the nonsmuggling situation.
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Figure 2
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Figure> 3
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-8In none of the cases studied above have legal trade, smuggling and price disparity been found to coexist.

6

This is

because the Bhag\vati-Hansen theory of smuggling assumes the
cost of smuggling to be independent of the quantity of legal
trade.

Under this assumption, there is no reason for legal
{'

export to occur at a loss,
coexistence of legal trade

III.

~vhich

is the implication of the

and price disparity.

An Alternative Theory of Smuggling

A natural justification for legal export at a loss is its
ability to reduce the costs of smuggling.

To hide their smug-

gling, it is necessary for trading firms to export legally.
Domestic firms which make large purchases of an exportable
(such as rubber in Indonesia) 'tvill find that unreasonably small
levels of registered legal export will invite scrutiny by the
authorities.

A large share of smuggling occurs not via

"ships in the night" but rather in broad daylight off the
wharves of customs administered ports.

Goods bound for export

are misweighed, misgraded, misinvoiced or not invoiced at all
with or without the cooperation of customs authorities.
legal trade is necessary for this type of activity.

Some

The greater

the legal export, the easier it is to hide smuggle activity
from enforcement agencies and therefore the less costly will be

6

This statement is also true for monopoly in smuggling.
any case, monopoly in smuggling is not relevant in most real
world smuggling situations.

In
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smuggling.

Thus, legal e}..l'ort can be viewed as an input in to the

smuggling activity:

In what follows, a formalization of this

conception' of smuggling is undertaken.
Consider the small economy described earlier.
and trade is carried out by identical firms.

Production

Each firm can

trade illegally according to the "smuggling function"
(1)

~ = g(i,s)

where s is the quantity of good X smuggled
i is the quantity of good X legally traded
s is the quantity of good X input into the smuggling
activity
gee) is a strictly concave and twice continuously differentiable linear homogeneous function.
It is further assumed that it has the properties:
(Al) gi ~ 0

-

(A2) I >
- gs > 0
>(A3) s _ s

Assumption (Al) states that the marginal product of legal.
trade in the smuggling activity is non-negative.

Assumption

;(A2) states that a unit increase in the smuggling input results
in a positive but less than unit increase in actual (ex post)
smuggling _ The difference bet"t07een ex ante
ex post smuggling, s, is the cost of

sm~ggling,

smuggling~

s, and

Assumption (A3)

prohibits this cost from being negative.
The objective of the firm in trade is to obtain the greatest
"quantity of good M per unit of good X traded both legally and
illegally_

The total quantity of good M obtained through legal

-10-

are free trade and tax-inclusive free trade prices respectively.
The linear homogeneity of this relationship implies that the
maximum quantity of good N that can be obtained per unit of
good X traded is independent of levels of trade and production.
"

Thus, firms face a linear rate of transformation in total
trade (qs) which is a function of only q f , qt and the smuggling
technology g.
Firms choose production (and absolute levels of legal and
illegal trade) so as to maximize profits (measurable in
terms of good M) given qS.

In Figure 4, AA' is the production

,possibility curve for goods X and M.

Every point on AA' is

uniquely determined by the value of a parameter 0.
that production occurs at P

=

!

o

. Given 1

s

~nd

Assume

that legal trade is fixed at
f

0

and free trade prices of q ~ the curve P Q B
S

is the smuggling transformation curve qfg (2 ,s).
o

S

This smuggling

transformation curve represents the quantities of imported M that
can be obtained for various quantities of s,given 2
,rn particular, for smuggling input s

f

o

and q •

= Q'P
(resulting
s s

in

.

s=

~ P )' the quantity QsQ~ of M can be obtained through

s

smuggling.

Starting at Q ' the legal export ~Q~ can be
s

exchanged for M until
by the slope of

~

at the tax-inclusive price given

Qs~'

In maximizing profits (at qS) in terms of good M, a firm
maximizes the quantity of M obtainable from both production and
trade.

Good M is obtainable from three sources.

First, a quantity of
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Figure 4
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-12N equal to N(G) is produced.

Second, N is obtainable from smuggling,
f

the quantity thus obtained equal to q get,s).
obtainable

Third,

at the tax-inclusive terms of trade q

~I

is legally

t

t

in the amount q £.
In order to show that a point such as

~

achieves the maximum possible

after trade quantity of the importable and is consistent with profit maximization, the coordinates of all the relevant points in
Figure 4 are identified and used to solve the constrained extremum
problem.
P

s

Note that:
has coordinates X (G), H(G)

Q has coordinates X(G) -s, M(G) + qfg(i,s)
s

~ has coordinates 0, M(G) + qfg(i,s) + qf(l -

t)Q,

Firms must choose G,2. and s so as to maximize the quantity of
M obtainable from production and trade subject to the constraint

that the quantity of X traded (equal to i + s) does not exceed the
quantity produced.
The tagrangean· of the constrained extremum problem is:
Max ~ = M(G) + qfg(i,s) + qf(l-t)i + A(i+s - x(G))
G,i,s,A
The first-order conditions are:

(2)

(3a)

~e

= MEl

(3b)

~i

=

(3c)

~

= q gs + A = 0

(3d)

~

- AX
G

=

0

f
f
q gi + q (l-t) + A = 0
f

s
A

= i

+ s - X(G)

=

0

Condition (3a) states that the marginal rate of transformation
in production is equal to -A,

the~agrange

multiplier.

Condi-

tion (3c) states that the smuggling transformation curve has a

-13slope

Q'P

s s

A at the optimal point.

Thus in Figure 4,

is the profit maximizing quantity of s only if the smug-

A at Q.

gling transformation curve P Q B has slope
s s

Condition

s

(3b) states that at the optimum, an additional -A units of }1
could be obtained from an incremental unit of ,.

Note that an

ad~itional ~f(l-t)

incremental unit of , results in an

of M ?btained legally and an additional qfg,

units

units obtained

from the smuggling activity.
Taken together, conditions (3a), (3b) and (3c) establish
that when profit is maximized, the marginal rates of transformation of X into M in production, legal trade and smuggling
are equal.
Although P

s

is the profit maximizing production point, it

remains to be established that" at P

the 'rate of transformation

s

in all trade (domestic relative prices) equals the marginal
rate of transformation in production -L
straight line

~Ps

P.
s

o~

4~

the

represents the domestic average rate of

transformation in all trade.
in terms

In Figure

The slope of

~Ps

can be written

the differences between the coordinates of

~

and

The condition that domestic relative prices qS equal the

marginal rate of transformation in production then can be written:

(4)

s

.

= _ M(e) +

f

q

By Eulers Theorem:
(5)

f

q gel,s) + q (l-t)l - M(e)

g(l,s) = Ig, + sgs

-x(e)

=

-:\

-14Substituting (5) into (4) yields:
(6)

f
f
f
q tg i + q sgs + q (l-t)i

s

q

X(G)

and substituting from (3b) and (3c) yields:
(7)

s

q

f

t(-q (l-t)-A) + s(-A) + q

f

(l-t)~

X(G)

",

which reduces to
(8)

s

q

-A(~+S)
X

= _).,

Therefore, perfectly competitive firms with constant returns
to scale in the smuggling activity lvill .lead the economy to pro,""
duce at P

s

where the marginal rate of transformation -A equals

domestic relative prices qS.

Furthermore, these firms lvill earn

zero economic profits because the revenue from foreign trade is
just equal to the domestic cost of the , tradables.

Thus domestic

prices can be expressed as the average price of all trade:
(9)

It is also

q

s

= q

f

-s

s+1 + q

~ortant

t

9-

s+9.

to note that production and prices are deter-

mined independently of preferences, depending only on qf, the tax
rate t and the function g.
IV.

Smuggling and Ivelfare
Bhagwati and Hansen in their welfare analysis of smuggling

find that smuggling necessarily reduces welfare vis-a-vis the nonsmuggling situation whenever legal trade and smuggling coexist.
This is true irrespective of whether smuggling is characterized
by constant or increasing costs.

Since the coexistence of

-15smuggling and legal trade characterizes real \vorld smuggling
situations, their conclusion is an important one for policy.
It suggests that governments could iml?rove economic

~'lelfare

by

strictly enforcing suboptimal taxes on trade as opposed to
allmving some evasion.

Hm.ever, belm., it is shmm that these

conclusions do not hold in our

mode~

of smuggling.

Figure 5 illustrates the case of greater 'I:.relfare in the
smuggling situation as compared' ,vith the nonsmuggling situation.

In the absence of smuggling, production occurs at P

where the tax-inclusive price is tangent to M'.

Trade occurs

at international prices P C and welfare is at Ute
t t

presence of smuggling, production occurs at P

s

t

In the

where the en-

dogenously determined domestic relative price equals the marginal rate of transformation 'in production.
from P

s

Smuggling proceeds

until Q on the smuggling transformation curve P Q B
s
s s

'and legal trade permits exchange at the international terms of
trade Q C with welfare at Us.
s s

In lieu of illustrating the case of smuggling decreasing
'we1fa~e vis-a-vis the nonsmuggling situation, note that the

Bhagwati-Hansen models of smuggling can be special
our model.

cas~s

of

Their "increasing costs" in smuggling can be merely

diminishing returns to a factor in a two-factor production
function.
case of g2,

Their "constant costs" in. smuggling is the limiting
0 for all values of 1. and s.
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Figure 5

Good H

o

Good X
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v.

Smuggling and Helfare under Quantitative Restrictions
The theory of smuggling presented is easily extended to the

case of a quota.

In Figure 6, the (nonredundant) quota r on the

export of good X (or import of good M) is represented by the segment JG.

Since legal trade in the absence of other trade inter-

ventions is always the least cost source of imports, the entire
quota will

pe

traded at the international terms of trade repre-

sented by the slope of PfJ.

In the absence of smuggling, the

consumption possibility curve is given by PfJBr.
PfJB

r

Each point on

represents a feasible consumption bundle corresponding to
.

a unique point on the production possibility curve above P •
f
Consumption would be at C where the community indifference map
r

U is tangent to this curve.
r

Production would be at P -.
r

In the presence of smuggling, trade can be carried out beyond the quota on the transformation curve qfg(r,s).

The trans-

lation of this transformation curve along PfJBr traces the
envelope curve PfJBs' which is the locus of feasible consumpt:i.on
bundles in the presence of smuggling that correspond to points
.' on the production possibility frontier.
at C with welfare U.
s
s
trade is given by Q'P

r s

Consumption will occur

Corresponding production is at P.
s

Legal

and input into the smuggling activity (s)

by C'Q' •
s r
In the example pictured, smuggling is welfare increasing
vis-a-vis nonsmuggling for any preference map because the consumption possibility curve in the presence of smuggling PfJBs

-18-

\
Figure 6
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dominates its nonsmuggling counterpart PfJEr.
not be the case.

Hm.rever. this need

If the marginal rate of transformation in

smuggling at J is less than the marginal rate of transformation
in production at J, then at least part of the smuggling transformation curve ,.;ill lie below its nonsmuggling counterpart.

In

this circumstance, smuggling may not be welfare increasing.]
VI.

Tax Revenue Maximization and Smuggling
Assume that the customs authority is given an export tax

rate t by the central government and given the objective of maximizing trade tax revenues.

The only instrument the customs

authority has at its disposal is the level of its enforcement.
"Assume enforcement to be costless and that the customs
is able to completely
g(1,s) = O.

elimi~te

~uthority

smuggling so as to obtain

Will tax revenue maximization be achieved by the

costless suppression of smuggling or by purposefully allowing
smuggling to occur?
a tax

rat~,

.
payment

In other words, is it possible that given

the situation where some export completely avoids

of tax yields greater tax revenue than the case where all

export pays the full tax?
this question is

Perhaps surprisingly, the answer to

~.

In Figure 5, with a trade tax and in the absence of smuggling,
production is at P

t

and legal trade is

C~P~.

In the presence of

7 Falvey (1978) examined the welfare effects of smuggling under
quantitative restrictions for the Bha~vati-Hansen models. He found
that for constant and increasing costs in smuggling under a quota,
smuggling resulted in an unambiguous welfare gain.
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smuggling, production is at P s ,.fith legal trade

~Q~.

The quan-

tity of legal trade (and hence tax revenue) in the smuggling
situation exceeds that of the nonsmuggling situation.

Therefore,

the policy of complete and effective enforcement against smuggling may not maximize the level of legal trade.
ment activities of the customs

given the fixed tax rate.

As the enforce-

are determinants of

author~ties

the function g, they can choose a g which

8

~~ximizes

Intuitively, the

tax revenue

eA~lanation

of this

phenomenon is· that smuggling may have an effect on domestic
relative prices (through price disparity) great enough to call
forth an increase in the exportables production net of any change
in domestic consumption in excess of that lost to legal channels
by smuggling.

That is, the increase in total trade due to higher

prices is greater than the quantity which is smuggled.
VII.

Smuggling in Indonesia:

Empirical Regularities

In-a many commodity model of smuggling similar to the one
described, the domestic relative price of the exportable in terms
of any importable will be bounded by the tax-inclusive free trade
·relative price and the free trade relative price.

However, in a

model where prices are measured in monetary units, the domestic
price of an exportable subject to an export tax may be more than
its free trade price.
can earn

forei~l

This is because smuggled exportable

exchange (or be exchanged for commodities) which

may be highly valued in illegal (black) markets.

Even if there

are no trade interventions directed at a particular exportable,
8This finding is contrary to the result of Bha~vati and
Srinivasan (1974) for the Bhagwati-Hansen model. They established
that, for a given tariff, the revenue that can be collected in the
presence of smuggling is less than the revenue in the absence of
smuggling.

-,

-21its domestic price may exceed its legal trade price if there are
interventions in the markets for other commodities or capital
flm.,s which result in black markets.
Price disparity for any commodity \.,h05e prices are measured
in terms of money can be calculated by comparing the domestic
price of the commodity (qd, i~ domestic curren~y units) to the
quantity of domestic exchange that can be earned through legal
trade.

The latter is just the world price (qf), quoted in

dollars for example, times the effective exchange rate for the
exportable (EER).

Price disparity as a percentage of the legal

trade price may be written as «qd/qf x EER) - 1) x 100.
Table 1 presents data on the price disparity for natural
rubber in Indonesia calculated in the above manner on a-quarterly
basis from 1952 through 1964..

There the impact of smuggling on

the domestic price of rubber is clearly demonstrated.

Over the

period 1955-64, price disparity increased the domestic price of
rubber by almost 37 percent over the legal trade price.

During

the period 1961 IV through 1962 I, price disparity resulted in
.a domestic market price almost double the legal trade price.

9

It is not surprising that the price effects of smuggling seem
to have completely

count~r-ba1anced.

the price distorting effects

of Indonesian trade policy during the 1960's.

The realized

domestic currency return to a dollars worth of export (both

9Kenneth Thomas (1966) claims that price disparity for rubber
reached 160 percent in September 1965. Estimates of price disparity for a number of agricultural commodities in Indonesia in
1961 are found in Sadli (1961). The greatest price disparity
found in the commodities he examined was 162 percent in the case
of vetiver oil~

-22Price Disparity for Rubber in Jakarta 1952-1964
"-

(in ?ercent)
"-

~arter

Year

III

II

I

IV

1952

16.69

19.45

9.09

14.50

1953

- 0.35

0.83

4.26

5.37

1954

8.86

19.07

8.64

15.15

1955

41.33

55.74

46.41

30.15

1956

23.62

17.82

21.08

21.47

1957

24.67

31.23

6.59

18.70

1958

8.71

20.41

29.43

46.27

1959

20.98

40.86

38.70

72.50

1960

77 .62

67.15

42.62

28.95

1961

40.48

47.77

55.06

94.79

1962

91.45

46.08

1.86

·32.96

1963

28.78

38.89

35.92

34.03

1964

53.63

10.63

13.30

8.76

Source:

Price disparity is obtained as «q

The domestic price q

d

d

/ q

f

x EER) - 1) x 100.

is the wholesale price of rubber (RSS I) in

Jakarta obtained from the Biro Pusat Statistik.

The world price qf

is the Singapore fob price of rubber (RSS I) in bales (adjusted for
transport costs) obtained from the Rubber Statistical Bulletin,
various issues.
computation.

The effective legal exchange rate EER is the authors

e;

",
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legal and illegal) during the period 1958-64, generally regarded
as the period of greatest government intervention in trade, was
on the average slightly greater, in real terms, than it \>las in
1971 at the end of Indonesia's dramatic trade liberalization. IO

An interesting application of the concept of price disparity
in establishing the presence of smuggring is the case of Indonesian coffee in the early 1960's.

In the years 1960-61 the price

disparity of Indonesian coffee averaged about 40-45 percent.

Yet

during 1962, price disparity apparently leaped to over 200 percent and remained at a similar level for a number of years.
This magnitude of price disparity implies that coffee prices were
triple what they lvould have been in the absence of smuggling and
quantitative restrictions.

These levels of price disparity also

indicate that either the level of smuggling in coffee leaped from
1961 to 1962 or that the smuggling function changed abruptly or
both.

There is a good explanation why this would be so.

In 1962,

Indonesia became a member of the International Coffee Organization
(ICO) and was required to adopt a coffee export quota. ll

This quota

was allocated more than proportionately to the government-owned
estate coffee sector which produced the higher quality a.rabica
coffee's.

Smailholders·, predominately in Sumatra and producers

of lower priced robusta coffees, were left with a relatively

10See Pitt (1979) for the details of this calculation.
11This price disparity calculation relates actual domestic
prices to unit legal trade receipts rather than relating.them to legal . ~rade receipts les·s. the ..qu~ta·'s. tax equivalent:"'Thus,
the 200 percent figure understates the ··acfua.L reVel of price disparity.

-24small legal export allotmen t .

As legal trade "as legally pro-

hibited on coffee in excess of the quota, the only outlet was
the domestic market.

The quota should therefore be

eA~ected

(in the absence of smuggling) to cause a large fall in domestic
coffee prices.

It might also be

e"~ected

t,

that the smuggling
>,

function ,vould be altered substantia'lly.

That is because it

might not be in the governments interest to enforce legal
trade provisions since the enforcement cannot divert illegal
trade into legal (and taxed) channels once the quota is filled.
Thus a legal trade quota and probable slackness in enforcement
(i.e. a shift in the smuggling function) led to a smuggling
boom.

12

Paradoxically, being left out of the ICO quota

boon for smallholders.

a

~vas

They benefited from any higher level

of world prices that resulted from the.ICO cartel plus they
received a greatly increased rupiah return per dollar of
total (legal and illegal) export.
An interesting question is whether our theory of smuggling

permits quantitative estimates of the level of smuggling.

From

·the theory it follows that if price disparity does not exist
then there is no smuggling and if it does exist then there is
smuggling.

Although data on domestic and foreign prices as well

as the effective exchange rate are usually obtainable, estimates
of smuggling magnitudes are impossible because the smuggling
function

g(~,s)

is unkno,vn and does not lend itself to statistical

12
The ICO was not completely unaware of these activities and
penalized Indonesia for illegal trade in coffee by reducing their
quota.

('

.,

estimation.

-25Hmlever, quantitative conclusions can be obtained if

the smuggling function is assumed con?tant ,oveJ: time.
folloHs that smuggling'

~lOuld

It then'

be a monotonically increasing

function' of the' incentive_ to-smuggle, defined as' -the
terms of trade
legal trade.

in~~smllggling

relati-ire...;to the' terms

6r

This latter approach has been used to explain the

pattern of Indonesian smallholder rubber trade.

13

The simple model assumes that rubber output :i.n <'Iny. .year(for -which there
is no reliable data) is a linear function of the contemporaneous domestic
price of rubber'> relative to rice,' (R), its.coJ!lpeting, a.J:tivity in Indonesia, rainfall (W) and a time trend (T).

Smuggling is assumed

linearly related to the incentive to smuggle (S) defined as the
rupiah return to a dollars worth of smuggling relative to
the rupiah return to a dollars worth of legal trade.

This is.

just the ratio of the black market rate of exchange to the legal
effective exchange rate for rubber export.

Domestic rubber con-

sumption is small and is assumed to be constant or linearly
related to time.

Legal trade is the residual of iunpbserved)-

outptlt les's· sinuggling less· domes tic consumption.

The

estimated equation is:
Legal export

14 =

38217

+ .7531-1 - .130T - l3894D
( .. 251)

(Standard:~rrors

( ... 031)

(2882)

2
in parenthesis) R

39695 + 66.84R
(46L) (22.97)

=

.84

DW

= 2.03

The variable D is, a dummy variable taking the value 1 for the
years 1957-58 to account for disruptions in trade due to the
13
All references to rubber are to smallholder rubber.
14
.
Legal export in tens of thousands of kilograms of smallholder
rubber. Rice prices are average retail prices in Sumatra. Rubber
prices are wholesale in Jakarta. All the above data obtained from
Biro Pusat Statistik. Rainfall data are millimeters at Sungef Gerong,
South Sumutra obtained from Direktorat Meterologi dan Geofisika.
Blackmarket ex~hange'rates from Pi~ks Currency Yearbook; various
issues. Legal effective'exchange rates are authors computations.

-26rebellion \vhich occurred in rubber grm.Jing areas in

thos~

years.

The equation \V'as estimated \vith annual data of 1949-1972.

The

elasticities evaluated at means for Sand Rare -.276 and .146
respectively.

The estimated equation indicates that the incen-

tive to smuggle (as defined here) was a significant factor in
explaining the variance of legal trade in rubber.

A prediction

of the level of smuggling in any year is the product of the coefficient of S, 3969, and the value of S in that year.

For

example, the model estimates that rubber smuggling out of
Indonesia in 1960 amounted to 262,000 metric tons.

Smuggling

in that year is estimated to have been 69 percent of legal
trade and 41 percent of total trade in rubber.

For the period

1959-65, smuggling is estimated to account for an average of
25-30 percent of all trade in·rubber.
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